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Abstract. Our new evolutionary method allows electronic commerce (EC)
services on distinct distribution channels. Launching EC services on the Internet
require careful on mobile agents. It supports EC transition flows written in
XML. Our algorithm resolves the concurrent data-accessing problem among EC
services databases. To create a better algorithm, we have analyzed a variety of
transaction schemes compatible with standards and developed a modeling
framework on which maintaining good consistency. With our EC transaction
method, we can make use of different techniques and organize an EC
framework with clients, agents, and EC application servers all included form an
integrated EC system management mechanism. Our proposed system can
improve the relationship between EC service systems and transaction agents for
supply-chain management.

1 Introduction

To keep mobile agents on track toward making a purchase, EC systems must provide
an effective function of local applications with applications running on remote
servers. M-services do pose challenges to database management and transactions on
EC services platforms in order to support greater workgroups and achieve better
organizational productivity. The ultimate goal is to provide a richer and more user-
friendly environment of information by integrating the user's desktop facilities with
information exchange and collaboration infrastructures including groupware
platforms and shared database servers. In a business setting, these information
services are typically part of an EC service system [1], [2], [6], [8], [9].

One of the advantages of mobile agents can control their own shared resources. A
commercial deal usually involves several transactions including the transfer of
contract documents, billing, and settlement of payment. Sometimes several
transactions need to be integrated, as when billing and settlement are to be processed
at the same time. In addition, the definition of priority transactions is required for
defining the entire commercial deal, so that should any individual transaction fail, the
entire deal can be discarded [4], [5].

Evolutionary methods have been applied to a variety of different Web-based
problems. In this paper, an algorithm for EC services system based on an evolutionary
model is proposed.   
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2 Our Evolutionary Algorithm

In our evolutionary model, the reinforcements can be either positive or negative,
depending on whether the realized channel cost is greater or less than what the EC
services need. Given the evolutionary approach method set Ei of EC agent i, where Ei

= {ei,1, ei,2, ei,3, · · · , ei,Mi} respectively, there are alternative pure evolutionary
approach to be performed by EC agent i, (i = 1, …, M). EC agent i at each period uses
an evolutionary approach method, and the state of the system in period t is denoted by
Ct,i. Note that here in this place Ct,i =(Ct,i(ei,1), Ct,i(ei,2), Ct,i(ei,3), …, Ct,i(ei,Mi) ) is the
probability distribution of the evolutionary approach method set Ei in period t by EC
agent i. If EC agent i plays evolutionary method Ct,i in period t, then the resultant
loading balance value is Cloading(t, i, et,i). The EC agent’s communication channel cost
is denoted by Clinking(t, i, et,i), and we set the loading balance value as Cbalance(t, i, et,i)
=Cloading(t, i, et,i) - Clinking(t, i, et,i). The Cindex value is iif(ei,k =ei,t, 1, 0)=Cindex. Then, for
i = 1,…,N and k =1, 2,…,Mi, the system state evolves in the following way:
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Thus, it can be seen that if Cbalance(t, i, et,i) is positive, that means the EC agent is
pleased with the outcome, and then the probability associated with the strategy will
increase. In our proposed algorithm, EC transactions can be calculated in terms of link
capacity, buffer size, queue length, etc. In addition, we can even update the switching
function on the arrival of every transaction. The key idea behind our proposed
algorithm is to update the switching probability according to the loading strategy
rather than the instantaneous or average loading weight, maintaining a single
probability Cprobablity(t, i, et,i) to transfer enqueued transactions.
I: Computing switching function
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The system loading value in period t is denoted by Cload(t, i, et,i). We set a loading
weight threshold, Cthreshhold.
II: Computing moving probability
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This result can be derived from equations listed in Sect. 3. Thus, when the outcome
satisfies the EC transaction services, the loading probability is increased. However,
the switching probability is increased when the EC services are dissatisfied.
In the next section, we shall present our simulation results on our proposed algorithm
and see how it compares with other algorithms in the same network environment. We
will show the validity and features of our proposed EC services algorithm.
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3 Performance with Our Evolutionary Algorithm

Simulation results show that our system outperforms such existing EC services
schedulers as earliest deadline, highest value and hierarchical earliest deadline when
an application requires an EC transaction model.

We examined EC transactions under various conditions. According to the metrics of
Commit times and throughput, our method has the best performance for distributed
EC Web services using EC transaction models.

The setting for these basic parameters is based on our experiment, we varied the
arrival rate from 1 transactions/second to 5 trans/sec.

Table 1. Commit time simulation results of different method

Commit time (millisec)Channel availability
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

Earliest deadline 123 99 92 89 89
Highest value 115 90 91 87 86
Hierarchical earliest deadline 111 86 80 69 66
Our Evolutionary Algorithm 100 81 72 60 54

Table 2. Throughput simulation results of different method

Throughput (transaction/sec) Channel availability
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

Earliest deadline 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.20
Highest value 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.20 0.20
Hierarchical earliest deadline 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.25
Our Evolutionary Algorithm 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

Tables 1 and 2 show the commit time and throughput results for real time EC
services transactions. The results for EC services transactions. The performance
orders are Our Evolutionary Algorithm > Hierarchical earliest deadline > Highest
value> Earliest deadline.

Simulation results show that our system outperforms the others on throughput and
commit time. An EC transaction based on evolutionary algorithm, to each transaction
resides in the ready queue with the highest will be executed. The appropriate setting
for the communication delay of the real time transactions can meet their loading
balance value on time under the simulation results.

To begin with, the consideration of the loading characteristic in Web services gives
a higher weight in the formula in the evolutionary model at the arrival of a
transaction, since such a transaction requires an expensive cost for accessing data
objects in the database. However, the loading policy also depends on the reward ratio
and loading balance value as well as the slack time of the system. In addition, the
communication delays in our evolutionary algorithm will result in a slightly higher
weight for a remote transaction; hence, a local transaction will have a better chance to
be executed completely under the adjustment of a transaction’s reward ratio.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm to handle electronic commerce (EC)
transactions on Web-based systems. Evolutionary methods have been used to solve a
wide variety of Web-based systems problems. We have demonstrated that it is capable
of offering smooth transaction services at an extremely low loss rate with little delay
in supply chain management. We can enable the EC Web server to adapt to various
network conditions and traffic characteristics intelligently. Simulation results show
that our system outperforms others on throughput and commit time. It prevents the
queue from turning into overflow and decreases the loss rate due to buffer overflow.
All the parameters used in the algorithm can be derived and adjusted by using
measured and estimated information. Indeed, the complexity of our new algorithm is
lower than those of many other algorithms. Our evolutionary method responses
rapidly to the changes of the network load by adjusting the switching probability
quickly. The concepts presented in this paper can be further developed into a set of
networks that will help identify the best design alternative for high balance loading
management based on the characteristics and parameters of given transactions on EC
service applications in supply chain management. The performance of our method in
complex network topologies is not yet clear. We will work on that in the future. In
addition, we shall also focus on the development of new service algorithms and
differentiated service support in supply chain management.
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